
    

 

 

 
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
 
Dear Sir / Madam,  
 
Moerdijk,  the Netherlands (26th of June 2017) - In connection with an internal restructuring and the withdrawal 
of our business partner J. Visscher (Hans), we herewith inform you that we have changed the legal status of our 
company United Offshore Services VOF to United Offshore Services CV.  
 
This change will be in effect from the 1st of July 2017. 
 
For you as our esteemed partner, the following changes apply: 
 

• A new VAT number: NL806177263B01  
• A new registration number at the Chamber of Commerce in Breda: 20086568 

 
Our address, telephone numbers, additional contact information and bank details will remain unchanged.  
Of course, also your personal contacts are still accessible for you. 
 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Hans Visscher for the very successful and friendly cooperation 
that has lasted over 20 years. Together we look back on an enthusiastic formation of our young company, which 
now has developed into a leading establishment in the capacity of the heaviest hoisting equipment in the world. 
All this has been achieved with a strong focus on giving the best service, quality and craftsmanship which is 
available to the market. 
 
We will remain true to our goals and wish Hans all the best for the future. 
 
We trust to have informed you accordingly and remain. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Gabriele Henschel   Jan Willem Visscher 
CEO     Managing Director 
 

 
 
About United Offshore Services 
Founded in 1993, United Offshore Services is a privately owned Dutch company which, together with carefully 
selected partners, is a European technology leader in the design, production, and supply of large diameter, high 
performance steel-wire ropes, hoisting equipment, and associated products intended for the marine, industrial, 
and offshore markets. With ISO 9001 LRQA certification, the company has grown to meet the ever increasing 
demands dictated by its customers with a strong reputation for quality, expertise, and service.  
To find out more about us call +31 (168) 415140, email info@uos-nl.com or visit our website: www.uos-nl.com 


